
GLOBAL LABORVIEW
CBRE’s Global Location Decision Tool



Navigating complex, labor-driven real estate decisions across portfolios and asset classes requires accurate and 
on-time information in the hands of real estate professionals. To meet this demand, CBRE has developed Global 
LaborView, a proprietary, web-based application that delivers leading demographic and economic indicators, 
coupled with accurate labor market and business intelligence for locations worldwide. 
 
Built on a highly visual, intuitive user interface, Global LaborView synthesizes labor and market intelligence for 
making informed portfolio strategy, workforce optimization and location planning decisions.

GLOBAL LABORVIEW | OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

KEY FEATURES

Explore macro site-selection 
analytics across the 
Americas, Europe, the Middle 
East, Africa, and Asia Pacific.

Create customizable side-by-
side, skill-based comparative 
market scoring reports.

Plan expansion and/or growth 
scenarios through focused 
market scalability analysis and 
monitoring of competitive 
market activity by city. 

Run executive level and 
detailed reports and 
analysis.

Discover

Compare

Evaluate

Report
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“In today’s economy, global companies are constantly evaluating current location mix as well as poten-
tial new locations to grow business in. Having Global LaborView allows our real estate organization to 
quickly respond to the inquiries of our business with confidence that we are providing consistent data. In 
turn, we make more informed business decisions and become a more value-add business partner within 
the organization.” – State Street Bank

TESTIMONIALS

IMPLEMENTATION

Global LaborView is a subscription-based, client-facing tool. It features a global data set, including country-
specific information for over 100 countries, as well as U.S. and Canada city-level information for over 6,000 
cities and 987 metropolitan areas. Third-party data is updated on a quarterly and annual basis, while first-party 
CBRE market intelligence is updated daily.

The tool is being used for:

Market Research: Monitor existing markets or explore new opportunities to pursue based on labor factors

Consolidation Strategies: Stack rank markets by both cost and supply of skill sets to calculate potential labor 
savings

Expansion Requirements: Examine the depth of supply and/or cost effectiveness of multiple markets across 
multiple skill sets

Lease Renewal: Determine how many years of labor supply exist before signing a lease

Merger & Acquisition Activity: Evaluate new portfolio for workforce redundancy and opportunity for strategic 
planning purposes



JOB DEMAND
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• Research job postings by market, including advanced search capabilities updated daily by indeed.com
• Analyze posts by date, top employers and job description summaries
• Evaluate supply/demand ratios using custom-selected occupations
• Compare multiple markets to evaluate total postings and supply/demand ratio opportunities or risks



OCCUPATION POOLS
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• Compose custom occupational employment pools and compare across markets
• Analyze comparisons by total count or by ratio of occupations per 10,000 workers
• Export to Excel for further analysis



COUNTRY RANKINGS SCORECARD
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• Select indicators across 147 countries to compare and contrast strengths and weaknesses

• Assign custom weights for holistic score and ranking as part of initial country research

• Colors and values correlate to index values; Green = Positive Attribute / Yellow = Neutral Attribute / Orange 
& Red = Negative Attributes 



MARKET ACTIVITY VISUALIZATION
• Evaluate where job openings, closings, layoffs or expansions have been announced via articles or press 

releases researched by Labor Analytics analysts

• Sign up for optional 
daily or weekly 
alerts on markets or 
industries of interest

• Find out if your 
competitors have 
recent activity and 
where 
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COMPETITIVE ANALYTICS
• Research competitors by industry, operation type and headcount, including average starting wages and 

saturation by market, all proprietary information collected and maintained daily by CBRE’s Labor Analytics 

MARKET ANALYTICS
• Spatially view the location of competitors, educational institutions, and more to inform site-specific decisions 



COST CALCULATOR
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ROI BUSINESS CALCULATOR
• Estimate total return and 

savings including up 
front costs for labor (e.g., 
severance, relocation) as 
well as real estate (e.g., 
real or personal property 
costs).

• Calculate savings across markets for various occupations and headcounts. Compare cost savings 
opportunities across markets. 



DEGREE COMPLETION
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• Instantly compare college enrollment and degree 
completions by program, across multiple markets and by 
type of higher education institution. Does your recruiting 
strategy include college students? Instantly compare which 
markets offer a deeper base of talent.

Looking for tough to source talent 
like IT, Engineering or Skilled 

Trades? Quickly compare how many 
students graduate in those fields, for 

more than 400 degree programs



OUTCOMES.
POWERED BY TECHNOLOGY.
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A W A R D S
CoreNet Global
INNOVATION AWARD

LABORPLAN™
This sophisticated supply and demand analysis helps corporate real estate, 
operations and HR organizations examine the sustainability and positioning of 
labor force across their portfolio.

GLOBAL LABORVIEW
Global LaborView provides clients with access to our analytics in a faster and more 
engaging way. Based on a collective body of research across CBRE’s global divi-
sions, Global LaborView delivers leading demographic/economic indicators couples 
with labor market and business intelligence on locations worldwide.

#187 on Information Week’s top 500 Most 
Innovative Technologies


